„ Edward Steichen’s celebrated thematic exhibition
‘The Family of Man’, which Raabe greatly
admires, is an obvious antecedent to ‘990 Faces’.
[...] But Raabe embraces a different approach.
His subjects never have time to strike poses but
are captured at the moment they become aware
of a camera directed toward them. [...] The results
of that unstructured collaboration are fresh and
immediate, if decidedly unspectacular, and the 		
resulting portraits themselves are never retouched
or in any way manipulated. Their authenticity
lends the whole global project a touching air
of familiarity.”
David Galloway in ARTnews, New York

Face 339 // Forbidden City // 2014

121-150 // Fifth Avenue // 2012

„ In everything I do as a photographer and as an artist, the focus is always 		
on the people. I have observed with great concern how politicians, managers
but also we, ourselves, have lost sight of the people.
Even in supposedly intact democracies, human rights are respected less and less.
I want to help ensure that interest in people does not continue to become less,
but increases again and thus becomes more human. “
Hans-Jürgen Raabe

Face 318 // St. Mark‘s Square // 2014

Raabe was a student of the famous Kiel theatre photographer Erika Haendler-Krah.
In his work as a journalist, he has written for various media platforms. In the
1980s, he predominantly focussed on black-and-white photography. His illustrated
books Berlin Graffiti (1982) and Schöneberg (1984) published by Nicolai generated significant interest. Raabe’s latest project, 990 Faces, marks his return to
photography. His current work predominantly comprises portrait and still life
photographs, all of which are magnificent examples of Raabe’s sophisticated
sense of intuition and skill when it comes to capturing the elemental aspects
of his subjects without the use of any artificial lighting or digital manipulation.

Hans-Jürgen Raabe
[artist and entrepreneur]

The 990 Faces project is a long-term conceptual photography project that will
take an entire decade to complete. Starting in 2010, Raabe has been visiting
different countries and continents, including select locations such as Myanmar,
Lourdes, Fifth Avenue in New York, the documenta (13) and Brandenburg Gate.
Every one of his 33 location-specific series of photographs comprises 30 individual portraits and ten still lifes. Over ten years, this collection of photographs
will grow to become 990 Faces – a portrait of humanity. Raabe’s 990 Faces project is all about people – about the individual people that make up humanity and
their realities. Although seemingly taken in passing, Raabe’s shots of everyday
people caught in moments of reflection are keenly touching and loaded with
meaning.
According to Raabe, “Places are shaped by people and vice versa. They add
magic to one another and that magic could come from a shared path in life, or
an interest that unites a lot of people or the magic of temporary sanctuary [...]
In that context, both the people and places are of equal importance to me. And
so what I’m trying to do is to create a portrait of the people of my time. This
endeavour in turn links in with one of the main objects of this project, because I
strongly believe that we need to return to start caring for people again. [...] The
reason the project has received so much interest is because the world is full of
manipulated images. And, I would like to think that 990 Faces marks the start of
a countermovement because it is all about the ‘unmanipulated‘, about authenticity and actually also simply about normality.”
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Hans-Michael Koetzle
about 990 Faces, our times and about
taking a fresh look at humanity
The coordinates couldn‘t be any clearer: 33 locations, 30 faces – taken at just
these places. Shot using a small conventional camera, without artificial lighting,
on the spur of the moment – snapshots of unplanned encounters with strangers
in public spaces. Images that capture ‘moments of exchange’ – but not those
commonly associated with trade and barter, but those with gazes and meaning
at their centre. The German photographer Hans-Jürgen Raabe has been pursuing
a highly ambitious project of nearly encyclopedic proportions – of creating a
portrait of people – for several years now. Spontaneous, unstaged, without any
restrictions regarding types of people and completely open to all possible manifestations of what it means to be human – young, old, beautiful, wrinkled, alert,
daydreaming, quizzical or calm. And only that. There is no age tag, information on
origin, profession, income, goals or dreams. Instead, each of the images is an open
invitation to the observer to simply look: as long as they like, without judgement,
without prejudice. What Raabe is doing here, to quote Roland Barthes, is to
provoke people into ‘looking deeply‘ – into a deep encounter with the other. And
he does so in complete absence of a punchline – meaning without any sense of
the sensational, significant, extraordinary or spectacular. The questions pursued
by Raabe address the fundamental: what does it mean to be human at a time of
major, rapid and highly consequential change with an unknown outcome?

The digital world has presented us with a remarkable paradox. Because, on
the one hand, not only is communication becoming ever more fast and 24/7,
but connectivity has virtually become all-invasive – from texting to Skyping,
Facebooking and all of the other digital social networks through which people
‘connect‘ with one another. At the same time, there is an undeniable erosion of
the ways people ‘normally‘ connect. Critics are already talking about “digital dementia” (Manfred Spitzer), a “digital disaster” (Andrew Keen) and are predicting
intellectual, creative and social incompetence. These predictions are going hand
in hand with a statistical increase in the number of suicide threats made on the
Internet. Thoughts of suicide that might previously have been resolved simply
by talking to a friend or family member, but are now leading to police records
and fatal consequences for the sender. It is against this very background that
Hans-Jürgen Raabe is repositioning people. Against which he is putting people
at the very centre of his visual quest, and against which he uses his camera to
connect with the individual – the very thing that, in a world where fashion
dictates, styling is a must, and commercial uniformity, and dress and beauty
codes are the order of the day. In the midst of this climate of globalisation and
uniformisation, Raabe‘s photographs are a testimony to the individual and of the
character, uniqueness, virtual strength and presence of people.
Hans-Jürgen Raabe‘s project – although far from completion – has already
received international attention. To date, sections of the 990 Faces project have
been exhibited internationally in galleries and museums such as in Cologne
(The PhotoBookMuseum), Berlin (Galerie Photo Edition) and Istanbul (Museum
of Photography). And, with 990 Faces, Hans-Jürgen Raabe is, without question,
making a significant contribution to one of the most idiosyncratic and exciting
areas of modern photography. A piece of work that oscillates between spontaneity and conceptual association, of encyclopedic proportions and self-imposed limitations, of sheer visual beauty and with a deeper question asked by
preceding ‚large stills’: where is humanity currently at and where is it going?
// Hans-Michael Koetzle (writer, curator, photography consultant based in Munich)
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